UNCLOS 82: Africa’s contributions to the development of modern law of the sea 40 years later
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ABSTRACT

After being excluded from the development of early law of the sea due to colonialism, Africa has become quite active in the development of contemporary law of the sea ever since the various African States gained independence from colonial rule. Unfortunately, because many African states had not achieved independence during UNCLOS I and II, the outcomes of these Conferences did not include significant contributions from Africa. However, by the time of UNCLOS III, a significant number of African States had gained independence and had become active members of the international community. These African States were active in pushing for the convening of UNCLOS III to renegotiate the terms of modern law of the sea, and they made significant contributions during the Conference, particularly in the areas of the exclusive economic zone (EEZ), continental shelf (CS), and international seabed area (the Area), which were eventually incorporated into UNCLOS 82. This article will focus specifically on the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and Continental Shelf (CS) and will investigate whether African States have made significant contributions to the advancement of these two key functional economic maritime zones within national jurisdiction forty years after the adoption of UNCLOS.

1. Introduction

Despite the fact that Africa had significant ancient empires and kingdoms [1], the continent was barred from contributing to the development of International Law. These African empires and kingdoms were not regarded as members of the so-called international community of “civilised” States, but as objects rather than subjects of International Law [2]. Several authors have argued that the Eurocentric portrayal of pre-colonial Africa as a collection of “uncivilised” and “underdeveloped” peoples contradicts historical evidence, which shows a number of developed empires and kingdoms in Africa that had significant contacts and interactions with both European States and peoples from other continents [3]. Specifically, in the field of law of the sea, despite historical evidence of African peoples actively participating in marine activities long before the slave trade and colonialism, people from the continent were excluded from the creation of early law of the sea due to eurocentrism and colonialism [4].

Unfortunately, the outcomes of first and second United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS I and II) did not include significant contributions from Africa because many African states had not achieved independence during these Conferences [5]. Thus, African States actively pushed for the convening of the third United National Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III) to renegotiate the terms of modern sea law, and they made significant contributions during the Conference, which were eventually incorporated into the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) 82. Africa’s colonial experience has skewed the international economic system against the continent, prompting these new but economically weaker states to seek to rebalance the international economic order through initiatives such as the new international economic order and the right to development [6]. As a result, unsurprisingly African States have approached the Law of the Sea with a strong economic motivation. Due to space constraints, this article will focus specifically on the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and Continental Shelf (CS), which are functional economic zones under national jurisdiction with the potential to have a significant impact on the economic progress of developing coastal States through activities such as offshore mining and fisheries, and, in the case of living resources in the EEZ, this could potentially have an economic impact on
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landlocked and geographically disadvantaged States in the region. It will investigate whether African States have made significant contributions to the advancement of State Practice in relation to these two key functional economic maritime zones forty years after UNCLOS 82 was adopted.

Following this introduction, this article delves into the African region’s blue/ocean developmental approach to the law of the sea. Thereafter, it examines the region’s contributions to the development of the EEZ and CS, two key functional maritime zones under UNCLOS 82. In evaluating the EEZ, the Combined Exclusive Maritime Zone of Africa (CEMZA), an innovative concept introduced by the 2050 Africa Integrated Maritime (AIM) Strategy adopted in 2014, is investigated to see if it can be related to the EEZ. The article then concludes with some closing remarks.

2. Africa and the Law of the Sea: a blue/ocean economy developmental approach?

A number of African States gained independence in the 1950 s and 1960 s, and by 1963 they had established the predecessor of the African Union (AU), the Organization of African Unity (OAU), a continental organization whose mission, amongst other things, was to promote unity and solidarity among African States. One of the most crucial things the OAU did was mobilise African States around the law of the sea and push for the UNCLOS III. While acknowledging the importance of the OAU (and its successor, the AU) in shaping Africa’s engagement with the law of the sea, Nmehielle and Pasipanodya correctly point out that other certain key African States and prominent African individuals with expertise in the law of the sea have also played important roles in developing the law of the sea as it affects Africa. They further identify a very interesting point by stating that the engagement of African institutions: ‘has been motivated by a simple but elusive goal. The enjoyment of the resources of the oceans surrounding the continent for the betterment of Africans. The OAU’s initial efforts sought to achieve this goal by focusing primarily on securing African rights over marine resources. Early OAU resolutions declared the sovereignty of African States over fish and other marine resources and expressed the joint African position that the resources of the seabed are the common heritage of humankind, not to be exploited by whoever is wealthy enough to get there first. Moreover, the OAU worked to ensure that [the UNCLOS 82] would establish [EEZs] and recognise certain maritime rights for landlocked States.’

This highlights a development-oriented approach to connecting with the seas and the maritime environment generally. During the extensive negotiations at the UNCLOS III, which led to the adoption of UNCLOS 82, this motivation was reflected in the African approach to the Conference captured in different instruments, including the 1974 Declaration of the OAU on the issues of the Law of the Sea, which indicated as one of its preambles that ‘African countries have a right to exploit the marine resources around the African continent for the economic benefit of African peoples.’

Forty years after the adoption of UNCLOS 82, there are currently 47 African States Parties out of the 168 total Parties to this Convention. The 1994 Implementation Agreement has 38 African States Parties out of a total of 151. There are 14 African States among the 92 States Parties to the 1995 Fish Stocks Implementation Agreement. Since then, Africa has adopted various instruments under the auspices of the AU that, while acknowledging the primacy of UNCLOS 82, views the engagement with maritime zones under the UNCLOS 82 through the lens of the Blue/ Ocean Economy, using various AU initiatives such as the 2050 Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy (AIMS) in 2014, the Agenda 2063 in 2015, the African Charter on Maritime Security and Safety and Development in Africa (Lomé Charter) in 2016, and the African Blue Economy Strategy 2019. The Lomé Charter defines the ‘Blue/Ocean Economy’ as meaning the ‘sustainable economic development of oceans using such technics as regional development to integrate the use of seas and oceans, coasts, lakes, rivers, and underground water for economic purposes, including, but without being limited to fisheries, mining, energy, aquaculture and maritime transport, while protecting the sea to improve social well-being.’ The AIMS emphasises this economic-centered developmental strategy for dealing with the African maritime domain (AMD). For instance, the AIMS points out the Strategy ‘consists of the overarching, concerted and coherent long-term multi-layered plans of actions that will achieve the objectives of the AU to enhance maritime viability for a prosperous Africa’, having the vision of fostering ‘increased wealth creation from Africa’s oceans and seas by developing a sustainable thriving blue economy in a secure and environmentally sustainable manner.’ Agenda 2063, a strategic framework for the continent’s socioeconomic transformation over the next 50 years beginning in 2013, which has been described as charting ‘a roadmap to create a coherent and development oriented maritime security strategy for the Continent’, was formally adopted by the AU in 2015. This long-term vision, comprised of seven aspirations, builds on initial attempts to accelerate the implementation of continental programmes for growth and sustainable development. It describes Africa’s blue/ocean economy as a ‘significant contributor to continental transformation and growth.’

Also, the Lomé Charter mentions the promotion of ‘a flourishing and sustainable Blue/Ocean Economy’ as one of its key objectives and devotes a chapter to elaborating on the development of the Blue/Ocean Economy. In addition, the African Blue Economy Strategy highlights that its vision is to develop ‘an inclusive and sustainable blue economy that significantly contributes to Africa’s transformation and growth’ and further points out that:

‘[t]he objective of the BE[Blue Economy] Strategy is to guide the development of an inclusive and sustainable blue economy that becomes a significant contributor to continental transformation and growth, through advancing knowledge on marine and aquatic biotechnology, environmental sustainability, the growth of an Africa-wide shipping industry, the development of sea, river and lake transport, the management of fishing activities on these aquatic spaces, and the exploitation and beneficiation of deep sea mineral and other resources.’

Africa’s economic motivation for engaging with the AMD and its abundant resources is understandable, given the continent’s constant need for wealth creation to aid in the promotion of much-needed development. There is nothing inappropriate with this in and of itself, because the evolution of law of the sea has been largely driven by economic motivations. The economic foundations of the law of the sea in general, particularly the UNCLOS 82, had been emphasised by Posner and Skyes. It’s worth noting that having a primary economic motivation for engaging with the sea does not really rule out other considerations, such as the need to protect the environment and maintain maritime security and order. The UNCLOS 82 tries to capture the interconnections between these varied objectives by adding substantial provisions that establish the need to protect the environment as well as maintain order and security in various maritime zones. After all, in order to protect ‘the goose that lays the golden eggs,’ effective economic exploitation of the seas/oceans must be done responsibly and in an environmentally sustainable manner. Furthermore, there can be no effective exploitation of the seas in an insecure, unstable, and chaotic maritime domain. Africa’s approach to engaging with the sea/ocean from a Blue Economy viewpoint, as represented in the many regional instruments implemented, is to seek economic benefits from the sea/ocean in an environmentally sustainable and secure maritime domain.

3. Exclusive economic zone and continental shelf – functional economic zones

The EEZ and the CS are functional maritime zones beyond and
adjacent to territorial seas where coastal States have sovereign rights to carry out the economic activity of exploring and exploiting for natural resources (in the case of the EEZ, both living and non-living resources), with rights and jurisdictions as established in Parts V and VI of UNCLOS 82[30].

3.1. Africa and EEZ

Kenya proposed the notion of the EEZ to the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee in 1971, then to the UN Sea-Bed Committee in 1972. The then-OAU stated the following economic ambition for the resources of this maritime zone to be used for the benefit of the African continent in the 1974 Declaration on the Law of the Sea:

That the African countries recognize, in order that the resources of the region may benefit all peoples therein, that the land-locked and other disadvantaged countries are entitled to share in the exploitation of living resources of neighbouring economic zones on an equal basis as nationals of coastal States on bases of African solidarity and under such regional or bilateral agreements as may be worked out. [31].

After the negotiations during the UNCLOS III the concept of the EEZ was integrated into UNCLOS 82 [32]. It should be noted that a number of African States have enacted legislation declaring EEZs that are substantially in accordance with UNCLOS, despite the fact that some of these laws were enacted before the Convention entered into force in 1994 [33]. This section will focus on the issues of landlocked and geographically disadvantaged countries, illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing (IUUF), and the Combined Exclusive Maritime Zone of Africa (CEMZA) in connection to African EEZs.

3.1.1. EEZ and landlocked and geographically disadvantaged States

The UNCLOS 82 recognises the right of landlocked states and other geographically disadvantaged states to engage in an 'equitable basis' in certain instances in the exploitation of living resources in neighbouring EEZs, in accordance with conservation measures of the coastal States [34]. The terms and modalities of this type of engagement shall be determined by the States involved through bilateral, subregional, or regional Agreements, taking into account factors such as the need to avoid negative consequences for coastal state fishing communities or industries, the extent to which the landlocked State is also entitled to participate in the exploitation of living resources in the EEZ of other coastal States under similar arrangements, the extent to which other landlocked and geographically disadvantaged States participate in the exploitation of living resources in such coastal State’s EEZ in order to avoid undue burdening of one of the region’s coastal states, as well as the nutritional needs of the respective states’ populations[35]. The rights of landlocked states are limited to the excess of the allowable catch of living resources in the same subregion or region’s EEZs as determined by coastal States [36]. Africa has 16 landlocked States [37], and some other African States may be considered ‘geographically disadvantaged,’ [38] so these provisions are important. Despite the desire expressed in the then-OAU’s 1974 Declaration that African landlocked and other disadvantaged States be granted access to exploit living resources in neighbouring EEZs of coastal African States based on African solidarity, no African States have entered into any agreements to allow their neighbouring landlocked and geographically disadvantaged States to exploit living resources in their EEZs. Arguably, the fisheries industries of African coastal states are capable of meeting the entire allowable catch in accordance with the goal of optimum exploitation with no surplus for these landlocked and geographically disadvantaged States [39]. However, this is not the case because most coastal African states have underdeveloped fisheries industries and thus end up entering into various fisheries agreements with third parties outside the African continent, such as China, the European Union, and Russia. [40] Morin states that:

The reality is that the rights enshrined in Articles 69 and 70 of UNCLOS in favour of [African] land-locked or geographically disadvantaged States have not been translated into practice. However, in the early 1980s, some African coastal States had shown a certain openness towards neighbouring land-locked or geographically disadvantaged States, but the cooperation envisaged for a while was not followed through. [41].

Interestingly, the AIMS does not specifically mention EEZs, but it does state that coordinated action by AU Member States, Regional Economic Communities/Regional Mechanisms (RECs/RMs), and Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs) is required to ensure, among other things, that the provisions of UNCLOS Articles 62, 63, and 64 of Part V of UNCLOS 82 are encouraged and mostly met [42]. It also encourages all AU member states to claim their maritime zones and embrace and fulfill their UNCLOS obligations [43]. For some reason, the AIMS refers to African landlocked states as ‘landly connected countries,’ and lists one of its strategic objectives as protecting ‘the right of access to sea and freedom of transit of goods for landly connected States’ [44], without going into specifics. Vrancken and Swanepoel argue that using ‘landly-connected States’ rather than ‘landlocked States,’ which they consider to be a rather unfattering terminology, reflects an African policy approach that appears to adopt an integrated perspective of the AMD that seeks to minimise the dichotomy between oceans and seas on the one hand and internal waters on the other. Furthermore, they argue that the term, ‘landly-connected States’ simply emphasises that, despite not having coasts, these states are still connected to the sea, albeit in a different way than coastal and island States. [45].

While the Lomé Charter does not explicitly mention the EEZ, one of its objectives is to promote and protect ‘the right of landlocked countries to access the sea in accordance with the provisions of this Charter, the legal instruments of the AU, and other regional and international instruments [46].’ The 2019 African Blue Economy Strategy does not address landlocked states’ access to the EEZ, but instead mentions the EEZ in passing in relation to maritime security, stating that ‘[t]he security of EEZs of Member States is of paramount importance to develop and guarantee the sustainability of their blue economy, which affects different maritime sectors.’ [47].

In essence, 40 years after UNCLOS 82 was adopted, the provisions on the rights of landlocked and geographically disadvantaged States in African EEZs have remained on paper but have not been implemented.

3.1.2. Illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing in EEZ

Due to the difficulty of patrolling and monitoring their extensive EEZs arising from a lack of resources, African coastal states face the challenge of effectively dealing with economic crimes committed within their EEZs, such as illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing (IUUF), with the majority of the IUUF catch reported to be by non-African fleets from flag States in Asia and Europe[48]. These economic crimes in African states’ EEZs have been identified as maritime security threats in various African instruments. [49] Ambassador Negm, the African Union’s Legal Counsel, underscores that ‘…any threat to the security of Africa’s fisheries is a fundamental threat to food security of the continent. Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing threatens not only food security but also financial revenues, resulting in job losses, poverty and other negative social impacts.’ [50].

On March 27, 2013, the Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC), a Regional Fisheries Organization (RFMO) representing West African States [51], asked the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS) for an advisory opinion [52]. The first of the four questions submitted by the SRFC concerned the flag States’ obligations in cases where IUUF activities take place within the EEZs of third-party states. While acknowledging that coastal States bear primary responsibility for addressing IUUF, the ITLOS emphasises that this does not relieve other states, including flag states, of their responsibilities in this regard [53]. It was noted that, while the issue of flag State responsibility for IUUF is not explicitly addressed in UNCLOS 82, such responsibility can be discerned in the specific obligations such States have under the Convention for the
conservation and management of marine living resources in the EEZ [54]. It also pointed out that such obligations on the flag States are usually amplified in the fisheries access Agreements between the coastal State and the respective flag States [55]. The obligation on the flag State, according to the Tribunal, is the ‘responsibility to ensure’, which is a ‘due diligence’ obligation based on ‘conduct’ and not ‘result’, that the flag State has taken adequate steps to ensure that vessels flying its flag do not carry out IUUF in the EEZs of coastal States [56].

The AIMS, listing IUUF as one of the threats in the AMD and citing the 2005 Rome Declaration on IUUF, urged that sanctions of sufficient gravity to deter IUUF be imposed to deprive offenders of the benefits from their illegal activities, including asset seizure, prosecution, and a tough stance for compensation [57]. It also encouraged member States to report any IUUF activity to the AU so it would take additional stringent deterrent actions through all available channels deemed appropriate [58]. Furthermore, AU Member States are urged to make every effort to discourage IUUF through measures such as effective licencing and control of vessels allowed to fish; real-time positional reporting by licenced vessels using appropriate technology; on-water patrols to monitor and intercept irresponsible fishing; implementation of technical regulations for the safety of non-convention fishing vessels; and the promotion of effective flag State implementation through the enforcement of RFMO measures [59]. The AIMS also states that the AU would work to seek compensation for ‘five decades’ of losses in the AMD as a result of IUUF and overfishing but does not specify who the restitution will be sought from. It also stated the intention of establishing a compensation fund to be used for the development of a sustainable fishing industry throughout Africa [60]. So far, no such compensation fund has been established. The AIM Strategy furthermore stipulates that it will include and implement a Common Fisheries Policy for the conservation, management, and exploitation of fish stocks in accordance with ecosystems and a precautionary approach across the entire CEMZA, when this rather novel zone is eventually established [61]. The Lomé Charter, providing an extensive definition of IUUF [62], required each State Party, within the context of its different national competences, to take adequate measures to effectively address IUUF operations, including legal actions aimed at prosecuting the perpetrators [63]. The African Blue Economy Strategy, on the other hand, urged AU Member States to work together to combat maritime criminality, including IUUF, by coordinating their monitoring, control, and surveillance operations and sharing information on a timely basis [64].

To prevent IUUF and other maritime crimes within their EEZs, African coastal States have arrested certain vessels under domestic law, thus contributing to the arrest and prompt release jurisprudence brought before the ITLOS under Article 292 of the Convention over the 40 years since its adoption [65]. However, IUUF continues in the EEZs of various African States.

3.1.3. EEZ and the Combined Exclusive Maritime Zone of Africa (CEMZA)

The 2050 AIM Strategy introduced a rather innovative concept, the CEMZA [66]. It is debatable whether the CEMZA is intended to combine the EEZs of African states. In relation to the CEMZA, the Strategy states:

without prejudice to maritime zones as established by the UNCLOS for individual nations, the Combined Exclusive Maritime Zone of Africa (CEMZA) defines a common maritime zone of all AU Member States. It is to be a stable, secure and clean maritime zone in the view of developing and implementing common African maritime affairs policies for the management of AU oceans, seas and inland waterways as well as for its multifaceted strategic benefits. The CEMZA will grant Africa enormous crosscutting geostrategic, economic, political, social and security benefits, as well as minimize the risks of all transnational threats including organized crime and terrorism in Africa [67].

The AU does not appear to intend for the CEMZA to replace current maritime zones established under International Law, including the EEZ, as it emphasises that the zone is without prejudice to the maritime zones established for individual States under UNCLOS 82. The CEMZA is unlikely, at least in the short term, to detract from the UNCLOS 82 sovereignty/sovereign rights granted to individual coastal African States over their maritime zones, because this would necessitate extensive negotiations and is highly unlikely to be an acceptable option for these coastal states, which may be unwilling to relinquish these rights [68]. The Strategy envisions the formation of a special task force (STTF) to prepare the technical file, including charts and other details, to determine the CEMZA’s precise boundaries [69]. It was expected that research would be conducted, and a research report submitted as far back as 2018, with the hope that this maritime zone would be established by 2030 [70]. However, so far, no task force has been formed, and no research report has been submitted, so the CEMZA’s precise geographical boundaries are unknown [71].

The 2050 AIM Strategy goes further to state:

The CEMZA, being a common African maritime space without barriers is a concept which aims at ‘Boosting intra-African Trade’, eliminating or simplifying administrative procedures in intra-AU maritime transport, the aim being to make it more attractive, more efficient and more competitive, and do more to protect the environment. The CEMZA will contribute to the integration of the internal market for intra-AU maritime transport and services. The AU shall further set out guiding principles for the development of a common information sharing environment for the CEMZA. This should allow for the convergence of existing and future monitoring and tracking systems used for maritime safety and security, protection of the marine environment, fisheries control, trade and economic interests, border control and other law enforcement and defence activities [72].

It goes on to say that since the CEMZA is established, a common fisheries policy based on ecosystems and precautionary approaches will govern the conservation, management, and exploitation of fish stocks [73]. Despite many stipulations in the AIM Strategy on the CEMZA, the precise ramifications of this unique maritime zone remain unclear [74]. It has been said that ‘[t]he establishment of the … CEMZA and the AU’s vision of “a common African maritime space without barrier” sound positively utopian.’ [75] Some scholars, such as Vrancken and Surbun, have argued that it makes sense to think of the CEMZA as a ‘issues’ specific combined marine space that is meant to coexist with the maritime zones under UNCLOS 82, including the EEZ [76]. However, it is uncertain whether a merging of African EEZs could be a long-term prospect, especially since the then-OAU, referring to Africa’s EEZ, asked its Secretariat, in 1986, to ‘cooperate closely with all competent institutions in the field of exploration, exploitation, and utilisation of marine resources of Africa’s Exclusive Economic Zone with a view to undertaking joint efforts and avoiding duplication.’ [77] The question is whether deeper African integration will lead to the CEMZA becoming a combined EEZ of various African coastal states [78].

Intriguingly, the CEMZA is not explicitly mentioned in the Lomé Charter or the African Blue Economy Strategy, but it is assumed that these two instruments support this innovative African-inspired maritime zone because of their evident connection with the AIMS [79].

3.2. Africa and CS

In its 1974 Declaration on the Law of the Sea, the OAU did not directly refer to the CS, instead focused on the EEZ [80]. The goal of the Declaration appears to be for the EEZ to supersede the concept of the CS, which existed prior to UNCLOS III as a principle of customary international law [81]. However, eventually, with the support of African States, the CS was incorporated into UNCLOS 82 on the condition that states claiming CS beyond 200 nautical miles make specified contributions or payments to the International Seabed Authority (ISA) from mineral production in this part of the CS for the benefit of mankind, with special consideration given to developing States [82]. The latter clause was later incorporated as Article 82 of UNCLOS. This section will focus on domestic CS legislation, CS beyond 200 nautical miles, the Article 82 requirement, and African States.
3.2.1. African States and domestic legislation on CS

Forty years after the adoption of the UNCLOS 82 inconsistencies exist in African states’ CS legislation regarding the CS’s outer limit. Indeed, some African states in their legislation unequivocally indicate that the outer limit of their CS is 200 nautical miles [83]. This is noteworthy because some of these African countries have submitted claims for CS beyond 200 nautical miles to the CLCS [84]. Other states, despite being signatories to the UNCLOS 82 in their legislation still define their CS as stated in Article 1 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Law of the Sea [85]. It is hoped that these African States will take concrete steps to update their legislation to conform with the UNCLOS 82 [86]. Some have since becoming parties to the Convention enacted legislation declaring that the CS’s outer limits are the edge of the continental margin or 200 nautical miles where such outer edge does not extend to 200 nautical miles [87]. Others have simply declared their CS to be ‘as defined in the Convention [UNCLOS 82], or as may be defined by international convention from time to time.’ [88].

3.2.2. African submissions to the CLCS

Although, the AU in 2008 expressed concerns that a number of African States with CS beyond 200 nautical miles would not be able to meet the deadline for submissions to the CLCS, it has not really provided these States with practical assistance with their submissions [89]. This is despite the fact that it emphasises the economic importance of the CS beyond 200 nautical miles by stating:

‘the major geopolitical and strategic stakes linked to the African continental shelf and its abundant mineral wealth and biological resources, […] constitute an important source of foreign currency earnings for the economic development of the continent.’ [90].

When the AIMS was adopted it encouraged Member States to assert their respective maritime limits, including, where applicable, their CS beyond 200 nautical miles [91]. Unfortunately, this Strategy document did not specify how the AU would assist African States in making submissions with the CLCS [92]. Surprisingly, neither the Lome Charter nor the Blue Economy Strategy mention the CS, including the CS beyond 200 nautical miles.

So far there have been twenty submissions from Africa regarding CS beyond 200 nautical miles that have been made to the CLCS [93]. These submissions are at various stages, a few have had recommendations from the CLCS [94], some others are at various stages of the CLCS consideration processes and a number of African States have only been able to submit their preliminary information indicative of the outer limits of CS beyond 200 nautical miles to the UN Secretary-General [95]. An intriguing submission by an African State that raises some complex issues on the UNCLOS 82 process of submission to the CLCS is with regard to the South African submission concerning the mainland of its territory. There was a lack of consensus among members of the CLCS on aspects of the draft recommendations by the sub-commission [96]. The Chair of the CLCS then proposed that the Commission’s recommendations should be limited to those areas where a qualified majority of CLCS members had expressed a positive view. This proposal was accepted after extensive deliberations and the CLCS approved on 17 March 2017, without a vote, the submission made by the Republic of South Africa in respect of the area of the South African mainland on 5 May 2009, with amendments. The recommendations of the CLCS did not substantively address several areas covered by the South African submission [97]. It made recommendations on the outer limits of the continental shelf for certain portions of the areas defined in the West Coast and Mozambique Ridge. However, for the remaining portions of those areas and for Agulhas Plateau and Environs, the CLCS recommended that South Africa should investigate whether additional bathymetric and geophysical information might support a revised submission for the determination of extended CS in these areas [98]. South Africa then voiced some concerns in response to the CLCS’s recommendations, pointing out that the CLCS did not provide any scientific justification for not endorsing some of the findings of the CLCS sub-commission, especially after extensive deliberations the sub-commission had with the South African representatives [99]. Also, South Africa pointed out that the CLCS recommendation to make a revised submission, based on additional data and information, without clarity on the nature of such additional data would have a two-fold effect. First, South Africa, a developing country, would incur significant additional expenses, as well as face the challenge of making a revised submission. Second, a resubmission raised concerns about the implications of such revised submission on the CLCS workload and the place of such revised submission on the queue of original submissions to the Commission. In addition, South Africa expressed concerns that it was not given an opportunity to address the significant amendments made by the CLCS before the recommendations were issued. Furthermore, it took the view that the approval of the recommendations of the CLCS without either a consensus or a two-thirds majority vote was inconsistent with Article 6 of Annex II of the UNCLOS [100]. On the whole, while recognising the crucial role of the CLCS, South Africa stressed that it was vital for the CLCS to perform its role ‘in a fair, transparent and science-based manner … consistent with the Convention and established practices and rules of the Commission.’ [101] The concerns raised by the South African government expose the inadequacy for developing States, especially those in Africa, of the so-called ‘ping-pong’ process between the CLCS and the submitting State, whereby the submitting State has to continue to make revised or new submissions until there is convergence between it and the CLCS [102]. This process is based on the supposition that submitting States have ample resources, as well as the capacity to continue with the back and forth ‘ping pong’ process, which could go on ad infinitum. As indicated by the South African government this would be rather problematic for some developing States, especially those from Africa [103].

3.2.3. Article 82 of UNCLOS 82 and Africa

Under UNCLOS 82, all States with CS beyond 200 nautical miles are required to make annual payments or contributions in kind at a specified rate to the International Seabed Authority (ISA) from exploitation of non-living resources in the CS beyond 200 nautical miles for distribution to the States Parties on the basis of an equitable sharing formula that takes into account the interests of developing countries, particularly the least developed and landlocked countries. These payments or in-kind contributions are made only after the first five years of production [104]. The ISA distribution will be especially beneficial to Africa, which has a large number of least developed and landlocked countries [105]. Developing States that are net importers of a mineral resource produced in their CS would be exempt from such payments or contributions to the ISA [106]. It is important to note that the mineral in this provision applies not only to the production in the CS beyond 200 nautical miles, but in any part of the CS, including that within 200 nautical miles. This simply emphasises that the CS is one and cannot be conceptually divided into ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ CS [107]. Thus, African States may claim an exemption to the obligation to make payments or contributions in kind if they can establish that they are net importers of a mineral in any part of their CS. So far, no African legislation has directly mentioned the Article 82 obligation; therefore, African States with CS beyond 200 nautical miles should incorporate this obligation into their domestic legislation.

4. Conclusion

After a long period of exclusion, and during the UNCLOS 1 and II a rather limited participation in law-making in the law of the sea, African States enthusiastically participated in UNCLOS III, albeit largely for economic reasons, which resulted in the adoption of UNCLOS 82. Since the adoption of UNCLOS 82, a number of African States have become parties to the treaty and its two implementing agreements. Africa has also adopted a number of regional instruments to promote the sustainable use of the sea/ocean around the African continent in order to promote economic development (the blue/ocean economy).

Evaluating two crucial maritime functional economic zones, the EEZ...
and the CS, the article investigates Africa’s potential progress. Although much has been done by African States to engage with the UNCLOS 82 and to develop a regional perspective of ocean law governance through the adoption of several regional instruments to supplement this key global treaty, there is still scope for a more concrete engagement with the EEZ to strengthen the African Blue/Ocean Economy, particularly with regard to landlocked States, IUUF, and the introduction of the CEMZA as an innovative maritime zone. Furthermore, more needs to be done in terms of the CS to ensure that African States’ domestic laws comply with UNCLOS 82 requirements and to assist African States in making CLCS submissions.
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